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For Windows PC 7,.Q: Does MEVN in TeamCity trigger the drop

of SQL Server database? I'm using TeamCity to build a
database solution. Do I understand correctly that after every
successful build database will be dropped? Does SQL Server
only notice that meven is triggered? Is it good idea to force
meven to not drop database, so that after build, if database
was created, it will be dropped only if build failed? A: Does

MEVN in TeamCity trigger the drop of SQL Server database?
Yes, it does. You need to consider TeamCity as a build

automation software and should be used in a continuous
integration fashion. There are SQL agents built-in to TeamCity

that run regularly. Those agents are used to perform T-SQL
statements to do actions like, update the build's database with

application data, etc. The SQL agent in TeamCity is local to
each build and not database dependent. So, it can drop a
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database. Do I understand correctly that after every successful
build database will be dropped? Yes, you understand correctly.
TeamCity may have other scenarios and options to do things

like, trigger Agent, etc. So I am not exactly sure what you
mean, but I assume you are familiar with TeamCity and using

it correctly. Is it good idea to force meven to not drop
database, so that after build, if database was created, it will be
dropped only if build failed? That is not really required. You can

configure TeamCity with different configurations that do
different things. So, I am not exactly sure what you are asking.

A: I'm going to make a correction to what another user has
already said. SQL Server does not use any internal timer to

detect a network downtime. It will only notice the loss of
communication via a local SQL agent. To the best of my

knowledge, the only way to make TeamCity control the drop of
the DB is to either use a manual trigger, or set the database to

always check for triggers. Q:
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share the site's content.Testing the evidence on the economic
effect of an at-risk population on chronic disease prevalence:

the example of overweight and obesity. The effect of an at-risk
population on the prevalence of a chronic disease is usually

assumed to be substantial. A detailed analysis of the empirical
evidence is, however, lacking. This study examines the

evidence on the effect of an at-risk population on an outcome
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of chronic disease using the example of obesity and
overweight in the Netherlands. Based on national cross-

sectional data between 2004 and 2007, combined risk factor
modeling was performed to examine the relationship between
an at-risk population defined by overweight and obesity and
the occurrence of overweight and obesity in this population.

The proportion of overweight and obese adults, with and
without diabetes, was positively associated with the at-risk

population. The strength of the association was stronger when
the at-risk population was defined by obesity, as compared to
overweight. The study concludes that the evidence in favor of
an at-risk population is limited when overweight and obesity

are used as the outcome of interest, whereas the effect on the
prevalence of diabetes is more robust. The lack of quantitative

evidence on the effect of an at-risk population can partly be
explained by the apparent dilemma of a diverging effect on at-
risk and not-at-risk population. In the absence of quantifiable

evidence, it is advisable to rely on intermediate outcomes for a
more robust measure of the effect of an at-risk

population.--TEST-- Test mkdir() function: usage variations - dir
& subdir with more than one character --CREDITS-- Dave

Kelsey --FILE-- 6d1f23a050
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